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1. BRASS REPLICA OF MEMORIAL OF THE 
HUNTING DIANA 
Replica of memorial of the Hunting Diana based on the sculpture located in Zbyszek 

Cybulski square in Szczytnicki Park. Brass version of goddess of hunting and nature 

made by Ryszard Zarycki is a cast based on a gypsum statuette, which helped with 

restoration the memorial that was lost after war. Antique goddess holds a spear  

in her hands  preparing for the throw. Diana is known to be a patroness of hunters. 

People prayed to Her for successful hunting. Height: 40cm Weight: 15kg (33lbs). 

Donated by President Adam Grehl 

Starting price: 100 zł 

 

2. VIEWS OF WROCLAW FROM XVIII 

16 views of Wroclaw, according to Friedrich Bernhard Werner’s drawings  

with a very exact projection of colours printed on a special paper. Retained 

specifical signs of time, such as slight soiling and discolouration. There are also  

a historical comments with an explanations on every board. Entirety is packed  

in elegant and safe box. A real treat for Wroclaw fans and aesthetes. 

Donated by Orbis Pictus Publishing House - Janusz Cymanek 
Starting price: 100 zł 

 

 

3. 14TH CHARITY BALL JUBILEE COIN 
Silver numismat minted by the Polish Mint on the occasion of the 14th Charity Ball. 

It is the only copy summing this event. Coin contains a Ball and „Opieka and Troska” 

fundation logo. It is a beautiful and unique souvenir this very special charity event  

in 2018. 

Donated by Mennica Polska 

Starting price: 100 zł 
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4. PRAYER BOOK OF ST. DOROTA 
Facsimile edition of Prayer Book of st. Dorota printed on pergamenat paper  

in the wooden binding covered with black velvet; cast and forged brass and silver-

plated corners, tumors and buckles. Prayer book packed in a wooden box  

with a silver inscription on its lid covered with linen fabric. Limited edition (258th  

of 299 copies). This item is luxurious in every way because it is a accurate calque  

of original prayer book. Inside there are beauteous ilustration from XVI century.  

This masterpiece might be an exclusive gift or souvenir. 

Donated by Orbis Pictus Publishing House 

Starting price: 100 zł 

 

 

5. VASE-AMPHORA 
An accurate copy of antique black figurehead vase. Probably made in the 1st half  

of XX century. Techique of producting similar vases is known from antique. It was 

used in antient Greece, typical for this style are transparent compositions, modest 

decorations and ornaments of gods, heroes, mythical and feast  scenes.  

This amphora might be an interesting addition to every indoor. 

Donated by His Eminence Cardinal Henryk Gulbinowicz 

Starting price: 100 zł 

 

6. COLLECTIBLE STAMPS AND A BOOK 
AUTOGRAPHED BY CARDINAL  
HENRYK GULBINOWICZ 
The only such copy of the book devoted to Cardinal Henryk Gulbinowicz written  

by the Wrocław journalist Waldemar Niedźwiedzki titled "I tried to understand  

a man." published by the Orbis Pictus publishing house in 2017, signed  

with a special Eminence note on the following content: 

"With God's blessing + Henryk Cardinal Gulbinowicz, pensioner of 95 years from 

Vilnius" together with a bound, collectable, numbered sheet of commemorative 

stamps issued for this occasion by Poczta Polska. Philatelic rarity! 

Donated by Hubergroup and Janusz Cymanek 

Starting price: 100 zł 
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7. KRASNAL - THE INDEPENDENT  
- CITIZENS' INITIATIVE 
On the 31st of December 2017, 25 seconds before midnight, a group of enthusiasts 

gathered on Wroclaw’s Freedom Square launched a stratospheric balloon  

with Krasnal - The Independent  at the helm. 

The capsule’s equipment included a shortwave transmitter broadcasting a message 

for the nation of Poland worldwide. The message consisted of the Polish traditional 

birthday greeting “STO LAT POLSKO!” as well as greetings sent on behalf of all  

the residents of Wroclaw along with best wishes from Rafal Dutkiewicz, the city’s 

mayor himself. 

Our two sites under the addresses 100latpolsko.pl and stolatpolsko.pl, are accepting 

anyone’s wishes for Poland on the 100th Anniversary of the country's Independence 

until November 11th, 2018.  That is when we will collect all the wishes and another 

spectacular thing/event will happen!/will take place in Wroclaw. 

Krasnal, the Independent spacecraft, once mounted on the top of Iglica, will have  

an empty cargo compartment - an ideal place for a time capsule filled with special 

“Tickets to Space” engraved with their sponsors' names. They will be sold  

in advance to anyone, individuals and businesses, willing to support the cause.. 

Donated by Waldemar Płusa 

Starting price: 100 zł 

8. PAPAL COINS 
Offical coins and medals commemorating pontificate of John Paul II. Made from 

different kinds of metal (bronze, silver)having a certificates of authenticity.  

With no doubt it is an exclusive and unique souvenirs after John Paul II. His 

pontificate was well known to be full of travels, He was the protector of human 

honor and religious Liberty. His teachings contributed to the future political 

transformations in the Eastern bloc of european countries.. 

Donated by ks. Andrzej Szostak 

Starting price: 100 zł 

 

9. WINE OF ST. JOHN PAUL II 

Already legendary wine of st. John Paul II, polish pope, who is an exemplar  

for people around the world. Every year this liquor reaches a very high price  

and traditionally is forwarded to the next Charity Ball. Wine has been in many 

donors hands. Who will be next? 

Donated by Kancelaria DZP 

Starting price: 100 zł 
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10. ROBERT LEWADOWSKI’S T-SHIRT 
Original t-shirt with an autograph of Bayern centre forward, Robert Lewandowski 

will be a windfall for a football fans. He is belived by many experts to be one  

of the best polish football players in the history, and also one of the Best Centre 

forward player in his generation. While playing in Polish Representation he scored 

51 goals. Captain of Polish representation is one of the most recognizable Pole  

in the world.  

Donated by Henryk Brunengraber 

Starting price: 100 zł 

 

 

11. NAWA 
A replica of the famous NAWA, which was used to create an innovative work  

on Daliowa Island in the heart of Wroclaw. The sculpture is a souvenir after  

the celebration of the European Capital of Culture 2016, whose main slogan was  

the "metamorphosis of culture", referring to changes taking place in the field of 

culture, community and the city itself. NAWA is an ultra-light, durable construction 

consisting of 35 steel arches thanks to which, you can watch the incredible play  

of light on its surface. During the finals of the competition organized  

by the magazine Architektura-Murator, NAWA's sculpture gained recognition  

in the architectural space and was chosen as the most innovative Polish 

architectural project of 2017. 

Donated by Oskar Zięta 

Starting price: 100 zł 

 

 

12. BOUQUET OF FLOWERS  
Though we are yet to see the winter come outside our windows, it is nice to have  

a substitute of Spring. This memory of warm sun rays may be recalled  

by an exquisite bouquet of flowers. A perfect composition of plants and their 

arrangements can surely delight a lady endowed with it. The look of this bouquet  

is a secret until the bidding starts. This bidding is more and more popular every 

year. 

Donated by Ewelina Krężałek – Flower Shop “Pączek z Różą” 
Starting price: 100 zł 
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13. „WATERFALL” 
A charming mountain landscape with a small waterfall, over which there is  

an extremely delicate rainbow full of colors. The work was done with oil technique 

on plywood and is dated to the beginning of the 20th century. "Waterfall"  

is enclosed in a beautiful frame with interesting ornaments measuring  

63 cm x 31 cm. The work can be a great gift for collectors of landscapes  

or an interesting accent in many a home of art lovers. 

Donated by "Pod Gryfami" Gallery 

Starting price: 100 zł 

 

 

 

 

14. WOODEN FIGURE OF ST. ANTONI 
Wooden figurine of Saint. Antoni measures 45 cm and is made with great care. 

Antoni is a patron, whom we ask for help not only when our wallet or keys get lost, 

but also when we lose much more valuable things, such as faith, meaning, love, 

hope ... 

Donated by Antonius Malec 

Starting price: 100 zł 

 

 

15. WISE BIRD 
Size: 60x52x29cm, Author: Mariola Wawrzusiak, 2017r.  

Figurine of Owl – Magnificent symbol of sagacity, made from unusual materials. 

Nature is a very common topic in author’s output.  

„I love nature, I observe it. I go for a long weeks in Bieszczady forests and watch 

deer, hear wolves and owls.” – says Mariola Wawrzusiak […] – The reason I spend so 

much time and my energy is an expression of the true love to Her. I sculpt nature 

from the civilization waste. For example iron found in strap-heaps”- says author 

about her work. 

Gift from Ewa Voelkel Krokowicz,  

CEO of Concordia Design from Poznan 

Starting price: 100 zł 
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16. WINE BOX BOCELLI WITH INVITATION  
TO THE CONCERT IN BERLIN 
Andrea Bocelli does not need to be introduced, but few people know that  

the Bocelli family has been known for high quality wine in Italy for almost 200 years. 

Andrea and his brother Alberto continue the old tradition wine collection conducted 

earlier by their father Sandro and grandfather Alcide. The gift box of wine from their 

most prestigious, rare-cost collection is also a tribute to earlier generations  

- it contains two bottles of Terre di Sandro, Alcide and In Canto. 

 

Maestro is also pleased to invite the winner of the bidding along with a companion 

for a special concert, which will take place at the Waldbühne amphitheater  

in Berlin on August 24, 2018. 

 

The gift of the Bocelli family 

Starting price: 100 zł 

 

 

17. JÓZEF HAŁAS, GOUACHE FROM THE “PIONY, 
SKOSY” CYCLE 
Gouache on paper (68 x 50 cm), passe-partout (100 x 70 cm), frame 2004 

The work signed: J. Hałas 04. Józef Hałas (1927-2015), a Polish painter and teacher, 

a classic of contemporary Polish art. One of the most important figures of 

Wrocław's avant-garde art. 

The Nowy Sącz highlander, who has tied up his creative life with Wrocław. He 

created the painting entitled "Pions, Skosy" with the technique of gouache.  

Technique known from the Middle Ages, similar to watercolors. An outstanding 

painting creation in Polish art. 

Gift from Magdalena Mielnicka, Art Gallery 

Starting price: 100 zł 
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AUCTIONS  
ON GUESTS’ REQUEST 

 

18. EVENING DRESS  

Evening dress founded by VividStore saloon placed on Biskupia Street in Wroclaw.  

It is a project of Japan creator, Tadashi Shoji, whose dresses were especially liked by 

the ex First Lady of the USA Michelle Obama, and also an actress known from  

the film „The Help” Octavia Spencer. She occured in that creation on the Red Carpet 

Turing Independent Spirit Awards. It is a model that is very popular among 

international fashion lovers. 

Donated by Salon Vivid Store from Biskupia 
Starting price: 100 zł 

 

 

19. AGNIESZKA RADWAŃSKA'S COSTUME  
WITH AN AUTOGRAPH 
Oryginal hat and dress with an autograph in which the Best Polish tennis  

player and an international ambassador of Lexus  – Agnieszka Radwańska  

– represented Poland during The Olipmic Games 2016 in Rio de Janeiro.  

This will be a beautiful keepsake not only for fans of tennis or Agnieszka 

Radwańska herself but for everyone who watches sport competition  

during the Olimpic Games with bated breath. 

Donated by Lexus Wrocław – Ireneusz Kamiński 

Starting price: 100 zł 

 

 


